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Corporate Social Responsibility

Corporate Social Responsibility
Long-term value creation across the entire chain
Sustainable operations are part of Ordina’s DNA. This
determines how we do business and how we deal with our
stakeholders. We use a broad definition of sustainability:
it means adding as much value as possible for all our
stakeholders, whether that pertains to our own operating
activities or elsewhere in the value chain. It means we do
our utmost to improve our performance in areas where we,
as a company, have a significant social or environmental
impact.

provides
“ITanswers
to major
social issues.

Tightening!the!focus!of!our!ambitions!
Because we want to improve on a constant basis, we
tightened the focus of our sustainability ambitions in
2019, so that these ambitions are now better geared
towards our core activities and our vision Ahead
of change. We also re-evaluated these ambitions
with our main stakeholders and laid them down in
our Sustainability strategy 2019. This strategy plan
focuses on the premises for the medium term and
concrete targets for 2019. These are in turn linked
to our strategic objectives to create long-term value.
From 2019, we will update our sustainability strategy
plan every year.
Ivar Reukers

”
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Relevant
IT is the key to responding to new, crucial challenges
facing companies, organisations and society as a
whole, and Ordina is active in relevant fields. At the
same time, IT can provide answers to major societal
issues, such as the need for an efficient public sector,
affordable care and a cleaner environment. However,
this is on the condition that we arrive at effective
and sustainable solutions that create long-term
value. Our IT specialists work hard every single day
to help realise these solutions. They work at public
sector bodies, institutions and companies that often
provide products and services that play a crucial
role in society. Thanks to digitalisation, these clients
perform better and remain relevant in a world that is
changing ever more rapidly. And we help our clients
stay ahead of change, so that they are also prepared
for the challenges of the future. This promise
is and remains firmly anchored in our mission:
“Partnerships in sustainable innovation.”

Materiality matrix
In 2019, we once again reviewed our materiality
matrix, which shows our impact on society. We asked
our stakeholders where they see the greatest added
value for Ordina and which aspects they consider
most relevant for Ordina in terms of optimising our
value to society. These surveys were conducted in
individual conversations with the parties involved or
their account managers in the company. We did not
organise a separate meeting for this purpose in 2019.
We translated the outcome of these conversations
into a materiality matrix drawn up in accordance with
Global Reporting Index (GRI) standards. The matrix
was drawn up by the sustainability steering group
and validated by our Management Board. Working on
one aspect may affect the outcome of another in a less
positive direction, which can result in a dilemma that
in turn may require a clear choice.

to digitalisation,
“Thanks
these customers
perform be!er and
remain relevant in
a world that is changing
ever more rapidly.

”

In!close!dialogue!
We frequently raise the subject of sustainability with
our various stakeholder groups. Our professionals,
clients, suppliers and shareholders all have valuable
input when it comes to structuring our sustainability
strategy. Members of the sustainability steering group
maintain a constant dialogue with these four internal
and external stakeholder groups.

Thessa Lammerink
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Sustainability themes

Materiality matrix

'!! Recruitment"!retention!

High

!
&

(!! Innovation!and!
!

%

*!! Interest!rate!growth

#

+!! Diversity!and!inclusiveness

!

for

,!! Impact!on!the!environment
"

stakeholders

digital!transformation

)!! Excellente!services

$

Relevance

and!development!of!talent

Based on the material aspects in the materiality
matrix, we have formulated four themes, which
represent the core aspects of Ordina’s sustainability
strategy:

A" Professionals!and!society"!
The materially important aspects in this theme are
‘diversity and inclusiveness’ and the ‘recruitment,
retention and development of talent’.

B" Clients!and!innovation!
The materially important aspects in this theme
are ‘excellent services’ and ‘innovation and digital
transformation’.

C" Environment!and!resources"!

Low
Low

Ordina’s impact

High

The materially important aspect in this theme is
‘impact on the environment (direct and indirect)’.

D" Return"!!
The materially important aspect in this theme is
‘growth in return’.
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A"

Professionals!and!society!

Our professionals are the key to our success. Ordina
can be relevant in society and enable its clients to be
relevant in society only if our professionals have a
deep understanding of their profession. This means
that it is extremely important that we recruit and
retain the right professionals, which we do by making
sufficient investments in the development, training
and vitality of our employees and by striving to be
among the top 25% employers in our sector. A high
appreciation score in the Pulse measurement in our
employee survey is a key indicator of our success on
this front. This has a positive impact on the retention
of our professionals and our attractiveness in the
labour market. More information on this subject is
available in the chapter Our people on page 49.
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Diversity!and!inclusivity
Ordina wants to be an inclusive organisation
where there is room for differences in the broadest
sense of the word. Ordina has a number of active
communities, as you can read in the Our People
chapter on page 52 of this annual report. They
support the exchange of know-how, connections and
offer a meeting place for like-minded people.
We measure the level of inclusiveness in our company
using the scores our professionals give us in the Pulse
surveys. The question of whether it is possible to
express diverging opinions within Ordina was given
a score of 7.3 at group level in 2019 (2018: 7.3). This
means that we once again realised our goal of an
average score of at least 7. We also aim for a balanced
division of men and women, both in the overall
population and in management positions, without
holding ourselves to fixed ratios in that respect.
Men are still over-represented in the IT sector, but
the number of women in the sector is gradually

increasing. Women account for 20% of the IT
positions within Ordina, which means that we score
above the national average of 16%. In 2019, Ordina
once again took part in Girlsday, an initiative aimed
at increasing the participation of girls and women in
IT. And we also participated for free in Devoxx4Kids,
which aims to inspire children aged 9 to 14 to take up
programming. Around 100 kids took part in various
workshops geared to their experience and age. Our
software developers came up with a playful way to
show how you can build websites, games and apps.
Women@ordina, an active women’s network within
Ordina, also organised a number of network meetings
in 2019.
As an inclusive organisation, we want to help people
with limited access to the employment market to
find work. The Dutch Participation Act encourages
this and provides for extra support. The government
and employers’ organisations have agreed that the
public and private sectors will together create 125,000

extra jobs for people with an occupational disability
by 2026. Ordina also participated in pilots in this
field and would like to do more. Ordina also hopes to
realise a social return on investment (SROI). However,
as an IT services provider, Ordina also remains
dependent on the cooperation of its clients on this
front.

Talent!recruitment#!retention!and!development!
Ordina wants its employees to be sustainably
employable. We also want our employees to be full
of vitality, and for their know-how and expertise
to match the demands of our clients. We can arrive
at this goal via the recruitment, retention and
development of talent. We test this on the basis of five
criteria:
1. The growth in the average number of employees.
In 2019, we realised overall growth of 31 FTEs)
2. The average rating our people give us in the
Pulse survey. This was 7.1 in 2019, unchanged from
2018 (7.1).
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3. The level of availability. This level was 9.8% in
2019, which constitutes a slight increase compared
to 2018 (9.4%).
4. The number of Ordina employees who had taken
part in at least one training course by year-end
2019. This was 84% in 2019, compared with 89% at
year-end 2018.
5. The outflow of direct employees at Ordina’s request should be no more than 4% per year. In 2019,
this figure was 2.6% (2018: 3.1%).
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Clients!and!innovation!

Our clients can count on IT solutions that truly help
them move ahead. Sustainable IT solutions that
generate long-term value and that are created without
wasting resources or people power, do what they are
meant to do and have a long life. We are realising
this in part due to our agile working methods, with
intrinsic attention for security and privacy aspects.
We use our High performance teams to deploy proven
solutions and innovations from the entire breadth
of our company. And our five business propositions
put us in synch with key trends and developments
in the market. This is how we accelerate our clients’
operating processes and help them get ahead of
change. We take full responsibility for the tasks
we carry out, and we measure whether our clients
are pleased with the results through our client
satisfaction scores.

Excellent!services!
We measure how much clients appreciate our services
using the Ordina Promotor Score (OPS). Our goal is an
OPS of at least 70.0. With a score of 72.4, we achieved
our goal in 2019 (2018: 71.4). In 2019, the score in the
Netherlands was 62.0 and in Belgium/Luxembourg
88.9 (2018: 69.8 and 72.7).
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Innovation!and!digital!transformation!

C"

In the context of Ordina 2022, we have structured
our services through business propositions in such
a way that our clients can achieve optimal digital
acceleration with our services and thus stay ahead
of change. This impact is illustrated by the projects
we carry out for our clients. We have included two
of these in this annual report. For instance, an High
performance team from Ordina the Netherlands
helped Rabobank to take fraud detection under its
own management. You can read about this project on
page 25. And Ordina Belgium built an e-commerce
platform for car company D’Ieteren, which made
online car sales both easier and quicker. You can read
more about this on page 28. Ultimately, we want this
impact to also show in our revenue. For instance, we
want to see a significant increase in revenue from our
five business propositions to 65% in 2022. In 2019,
our business propositions accounted for 32% of our
revenue.

Our mobility is a focal point in our direct
environmental efforts. No less than 95% of our own
CO² footprint is generated by our professionals
frequently travelling to and from clients. In 2019,
we had around 2,000 lease cars on the roads for
this purpose, with around 1,200 of these in the
Netherlands and around 850 in Belgium and
Luxembourg. Of these, 205 were entirely electric
at year-end 2019 (year-end 2018: 27). Reducing
the fuel consumption of our overall fleet makes a
sizeable contribution to making our operations more
sustainable. The use of gas and electricity in our
offices accounts for the remaining 5%. We obviously
also strive to reduce this as much as possible. And
finally, we use our products and services to help
reduce CO² emissions at our clients’ locations. That
indirect reduction is potentially many times greater
than any reduction we can achieve via our own
operating processes.

Environment!and!resources!
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Fuel and CO2 emissions per vehicle

CO2 emissions (total and per FTE)
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Mobility
We encourage our professionals to use alternative
modes of transport and work ‘smarter’ and attend
or hold meetings from any given location, using the
appropriate technological support. For instance,
we give our employees in the Netherlands the
opportunity to switch to fully electric cars. We pay an
allowance to encourage them to switch and we make
charging points available at their homes. To make
this even more attractive, we give our professionals
the freedom to choose their electric car – within
reason. For instance, our brand policy does not apply
to electric cars. And these measures are working,
as the number of fully electric cars increased by 27
to 205 last year. This means that at year-end 2019,
around 18% of our fleet in the Netherlands was fully
electric.

CO$!footprint!

Ordina’s goal is to reduce CO2 emissions per FTE
by 8% in the period 2017-2020. In 2019, this figure

*#$"

!"#)

!"#(

came in at 0.3%. This limited reduction was due to
the opening of new offices in Lummen and Ghent in
Belgium and the resultant higher gas and electricity
use. In the period 2017 – 2019, Ordina realised a 9.8%
reduction in CO² emissions per FTE and effectively
realised our multi-year target.
We also failed to realise the targeted reduction in
gas use per work station of 2% per year. In fact, gas
consumption per work station increased by 30.5%.
The new premises in Belgium are gas-heated, and gas
consumption in the Netherlands also increased.
In 2019, we did manage to record a reduction of
electricity use per work station of -2.2%, which
means that we realised the target of -2% per work
station. We realised this target despite the two new
offices in Belgium, as we reduced electricity use in
the Netherlands. CO² emissions from electricity use
did increase in 2019, as we used more so-called grey
electricity in Belgium.

We did not meet our target of a 2% fuel consumption
reduction in litres per car in 2019, as fuel
consumption increased by 1.7% per car. However,
the CO² emissions per car did not increase last year.
It is important to note that this measurement is
carried out specifically on fuel-driven cars, while fully
electric cars are not included. In the overall number
of fuel cars, the number of petrol cars increased
vis-à-vis the number of diesel cars. This resulted in
an increase in the number of litres, but this did not
increase CO² emissions. Petrol cars generally use
more litres of fuel than diesel cars, but these also emit
less CO²

D"

Returns

We have added Ordina’s returns as a separate theme,
because growth in returns is important to the futureproofing and continuity of the company. Our target
is an EBITDA margin of 10-12% in 2022 to safeguard
the continuity of the company. We failed to meet
this target in recent years, which prompted our
stakeholders to designate this aspect as of material
importance. The returns target and the results
booked in 2019 are explained in more detail in the
Strategy and Financial results chapters.
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Goals and results visualised
Our sustainability plan includes both annual targets
for 2019 and long-term targets. Finally, we consider a
number of our material aspects to be important, but
have not set specific targets for these aspects. This is
shown in the table below.

Theme

Material importance

Target

Result 2019

Professionals and society

Diversity and inclusiveness

Pulse measurement in terms of inclusiveness: > 7

7.3

Division men/women: no specific target

80/20

Recruitment and retention:

Average # of employees

• Growth: no specific recruitment or turnover target

(FTEs): +31

• Employee survey as a whole: > 7

7.1

Availability: < 10%

9.8%

Participation degree training courses: > 80%

84%

Employees leaving the company at Ordina’s request: < 4%

2.6%

Excellent services

Ordina Promotor Score (OPS): > 70

72.4

Innovation and digital transformation

At least two examples of client project with ‘Ahead of change’

HP team Fraud Rabobank

impact in Ordina Annual report

E-commerce platform

Talent recruitment, retention and development

Clients and innovation

D’Ieteren.
Revenue from business propositions to 65% of revenue in 2022 32%

Environment and resources

Returns

Environmental impact (direct and indirect)

Growth in returns

Multi-year target 8% CO² emissions reduction

2019: -0.3%

per FTE in the period 2017-2020

2017-2019: -9.8%

2% energy consumption reduction (gas/electricity)

Gas +30.5%

per work station

Electricity -2.2%

2% fuel consumption reduction per car

+1.7%

Multi-year target EBITDA margin 10%-12% in 2022

9,9%
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Changes!to!our!objectives!compared!
to!$%&'!
In order to ensure that we can keep up our
continuous improvement, we made some changes
to the objectives we defined in 2018. Four items are
no longer separate objectives, and instead are now a
regular part of our day-to-day operations:
• In the field of ‘Diversity and inclusiveness’ we
defined an objective in 2018 to help people with
limited access to the labour market find a job
through a pilot. Some 10 IT professionals from
that target group actually found full employment
through that pilot.
• In 2018, we specified ‘Services with an impact’,
with several examples in the annual report of
client projects with a clear impact on society to
illustrate the theme. We refined that objective
and placed it more explicitly in the context
of our renewed strategy. The examples in this
annual report are therefore only ‘Ahead of change
projects’. We have adjusted the definition, objective
and measurement methods accordingly.
• Increasing know-how and awareness in the field of
security, privacy and integrity was still a separate
objective in 2017 and 2018, measured in terms of
the number of employees that had successfully
completed training courses in this field. This has
now been embedded in our regular operations and
as such is no longer a separate objective.
• Up until the end of 2018, Ordina identified ‘society’
as a separate theme, with the objective of our
whole workforce spending 300 to 500 hours a year
on projects that contributed to society. Ordina
employees engage in a variety of activities in
society, both inside and outside working hours.
At times, Ordina also explicitly makes employee
hours available for these efforts. As of 2019, we no
longer use a pre-determined number of hours in
this context.

Embedding the sustainability
strategy
The sustainability strategy is a major priority at
Ordina and is embedded in the Management Board.
The four key themes: Professionals and society,
Clients and Innovation, Environment and resources
and Returns each have a theme owner in our business
in the Netherlands. In Belgium, these four themes are
managed centrally by one theme owner. The results
are assessed together in compliance, reporting and
certification, and the theme owners are therefore
jointly responsible for the results. The five theme
owners and a member of the Management Board,
plus the corporate secretary, together form the
Sustainability Steering Group. The steering group
appoints project leaders for various initiatives and
a programme manager to safeguard the cohesion
between the various activities. The steering group
supervises the execution of the strategy and monitors
progress.

Compliance, reporting
and certification
Compliance and transparent reporting in the field of
sustainability are part of our governance structure.
We report the results of our sustainability strategy
in our annual report and have our external auditor
provide a limited assurance statement.
We choose to be certified when it comes to
sustainability aspects and aim to realise the highest
scores possible in that context. Every year, the
Management Board assesses whether this package
of certificates and statements meets the wishes and
requirements of our stakeholders. Internally, we
streamline our processes and activities so we can

meet various requirements. You can find additional
information on this subject on page 13 of our
Sustainability strategy 2019 on the Ordina website.

CO(!Performance!ladder!

The CO² Performance ladder is an instrument that
helps organisations realise a structural reduction
in their CO² emissions. The ladder is a leading
sustainability instrument in the Dutch market.
Ordina once again achieved level 5, the highest
possible level, for the seventh year in a row since
2013, which shows that Ordina has, for some time
now, made demonstrable efforts to reduce its CO²
emissions, in its own operations, in projects and in
the chain.

MJA-*
In the multi-year energy efficiency agreement
(MeerJarenAfspraak energie-efficiëntie – MJA-3) for
the IT sector, a number of companies are working
together to realise structural improvements in
energy efficiency. In the context of the MJA network,
IT companies share know-how and experiences,
during events like the MJA company day and in
MJA-3 user groups. Leading IT companies – together
representing some 80% of the sector’s energy use –
have signed up to the MJA-3 covenant and committed
to improving their energy efficiency by 2% a year in
the period 2005-2020. Since it seems unlikely that
these agreements will be extended after 2020, Ordina
will set its own CO² footprint reduction targets for the
periods through 2025 and through 2030.

EcoVadis
EcoVadis is a sustainability rating platform for
worldwide supply chains. EcoVadis makes it easy
for buyers to assess their suppliers on a number of
sustainability criteria. EcoVadis takes stock of the
social and sustainability ambitions of suppliers
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by means of a specific questionnaire. Since 2016,
Ordina Belgium has scored a Gold Award, which
means the company is among the top five percent
of medium-sized IT companies that participate in
EcoVadis. In 2019, Ordina Netherlands received the
Silver award, down from a Gold award in 2018. This
still puts the company among the top seven percent
of large IT companies that participate in EcoVadis.
The tightening of a number of criteria means that we
unfortunately fell just outside the gold status in 2019.
We will of course see whether we can meet the gold
status criteria in 2020.

organisations. In the Transparency benchmark for
2019, Ordina took sixth place in the services sector
(2018: 4th place) and 61st place (2017: 43rd place) in
the overall rankings of companies in the Netherlands,
which made Ordina the highest placed IT services
provider in the rankings. The criteria of the
transparency benchmark were updated in 2019, with
greater attention being devoted to chain transparency
and Sustainable Development Goals. The scores
realised were significantly lower than in the previous
transparency benchmark right across the board.

ISO
Ordina has a number of ISO certifications, including
ISO 9001:2015 (for quality) and ISO 14001:2015 (for
the environment), ISO 27001:2013 and NEN 7510:2001
(for management) and ISO 27001:2013 (for data
migration). The context of the organisation also plays
a significant role in these standards: what are the key
developments in the organisation? What is happening
in the company’s sector? How are the wishes and
requirements of stakeholders taken into account?
The standards also devote more attention to an
integrated, risk-based approach.
The development of both the CO² Performance
ladder and the ISO standard is geared towards
increased integration in the business. Ordina has
already started down that road and takes a structured
approach to the new requirements. We also want to
improve efficiency to reduce the audit pressure for
the organisation.

Transparency!benchmark
The Transparency benchmark is a biennial
assessment of the content and quality of information
on the social elements of the operations of the
largest companies active in the Netherlands. The
survey group includes more than 500 companies and

Dilemmas
Charging!station!stress!or!far!
higher!costs?
The increase in the number of electric cars
also seems to be driving a rise in stress for our
employees. As drivers of fully electric cars,
they have to constantly be aware of whether
their action radius is sufficient, whether there
are opportunities to recharge and irritations
caused by other drivers unwittingly hogging
a charging station for too long. We can do
something about this by creating more
charging stations, both in the employees’
home environment and near their place of
work. However, building charging stations
requires a considerable investment and
there is a limit to what can be done at offices
because of the power supply. And while there
are public charging stations and quick-charge
stations on motorways, they can cost up to
five times as much to use. There are solutions
to drivers hogging charging stations, such

as apps that indicate when a car’s battery is
fully charged. But smart design of charging
locations and actively releasing a charging
station also reduces charging station
hogging.

Working!from!home!vs!the!importance!
of!teamwork!
Encouraging our professionals to work
from home can drastically reduce both
our mobility and our CO² emissions. At
the same time, we are increasingly seeing
our employees working together in High
performance teams at client locations to
deliver excellent services to our clients.
Intensive cooperation between our
colleagues and with our clients requires
frequent contacts. This effectively means
that this type form of cooperation also puts
our future climate-related targets at risk. If
we want to continue to reduce our CO² foot
print, we will have to find a balance between
reducing mobility and intensive cooperation.

